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Levi Garrison, wait for your daughter to die! No one can detoxify your daughter!”

The eyes of the three were full of resentment.

I don’t know what kind of hatred I have with Levi Garrison!

It was exactly as Levi Garrison had predicted.

Some people do not want Levilia to detoxify.

Yan Zangsheng had already been arranged.

I don’t know what he held in the hands of others.

I would rather die than help Levilia detoxify.

The key is who doesn’t want Levilia to detoxify, Levi Garrison can’t think of it.
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In addition to Hydra and destroying the blood exchange record, there are people
who want to prevent Levilia from detoxifying.

However, Yan Zangsheng would not take action anyway, and Levi Garrison had no
choice.

They can only let Jiao Tianyu and the others stare at Yan Zangsheng to see who
he has met.

It’s easy to find out who controls Yan Zangsheng.

However, judging from the firmness of Yan Zangsheng, Levi Garrison has little
hope.

Or there is no hope!

Can only ask another clever!

Uncomfortable!

So uncomfortable! ! !
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Obviously the person in front of him can detoxify Levilia, but he just doesn’t do
it.

This is the hardest part!

Levi Garrison could not wait to tie Yan Zangsheng.

But he was sure that if he dared to force it, Yan Zangsheng would definitely
commit suicide if he had a chance.

In that case, hope will really be gone.

Levi Garrison won’t do things that outweigh the losses.

Yan Zangsheng was born after Levi Garrison left.

In fact, he glanced deeply in the direction they left.

He was actually struggling inside.

“Levi Garrison, I really have no way! In fact, I can really solve your daughter’s
poison! But I have no way! I can’t solve it!”

“I am also suffering and struggling! As a Chinese medicine practitioner, I can
detoxify, but I am also very sad to see patients suffer!”

“But I really can’t shoot! I can’t shoot anyway!”

“You don’t know my problem! It’s useless if you know it! You can’t solve it at all!
You don’t have the strength!”

Yan Zangsheng struggled in pain in his heart.

…

“By the way, old black, you start to check Yan Zangsheng’s magic medicine! If you
find it, just steal it back!”

While arranging people to stare at Yan Zangsheng, Levi Garrison asked the dark
doctor to start checking Yan Zangsheng’s magic medicine.

Levi Garrison’s idea was that since Yan Zangsheng could not be detoxified, he
would steal his magic medicine.

“Okay, I understand! I feel good in this direction! It’s safer than looking for him
directly for treatment!”

Doctor Dark agreed.



He won’t be idle any more.

During this period of time, I have explored forbidden places all over the world,
and I have gained a lot.

But I have never encountered anything that is useful to Levilia.

Only Daxia’s forbidden area has not been explored.

So Levi Garrison wanted to try his luck.

Explore these forbidden places in Daxia.

What if?

Yan Zangsheng had such a miraculous magic medicine, and he must have
obtained it in Daxia.

Daxia is rich in resources, and there may be real treasures of detoxification.

Levilia left Zoey Lopez to look after them.

There are so many strong people guarding Jiao Tianyu outside, it must be okay.

You won’t go too far yourself.

When in danger.

He can kill him as soon as possible.

Levi Garrison came to the depths of the mountains in Lingnan.

There is a second-level forbidden area in front of you.

After passing through this second-level forbidden area, there is another
first-level forbidden area.

Levi Garrison chose to try his luck here.

After entering the secondary forbidden area.

Levi Garrison found that Daxia is really a feng shui treasure.

The treasures of heaven and earth or other treasures in the forbidden area are of
high quality.
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Much better than other places.

Daxia has been rich in resources since ancient times and has been watched by
countless people.

Now that the aura is revived, the explosion of resources is not an exaggeration.

After going deep into the second-level forbidden area.

Levi Garrison suddenly heard a scream of fighting.

Then there was the sound of someone running away, and the direction was still
here.

But Levi Garrison doesn’t matter, as long as he doesn’t disturb him.

He continued to walk straight and did not change his course.

A few minutes later.
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The seven people staggered towards this side.

Three young men and two young men, and an old man with a woman and a man.

They were covered in blood and were injured to varying degrees.

Now that the spiritual energy has recovered, this kind of fighting between the
major forces is even more tragic and common.

It is normal for everyone to fight over a piece of spiritual energy crystal, and
hundreds of people are killed and injured.

And it is more common to explore forbidden areas to dig natural materials and
earth treasures.

Although there is no large-scale exploration in Daxia, after all, there are almost
no gods, and they cannot cope with danger in the forbidden area.

But some forces are still unable to bear to explore.

Therefore, there are many battles between forces.
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In particular, there are some hidden forces in Daxia.

When the aura recovered, he did not follow the flow and hid in the safe island.

Now this kind of spiritual energy is attracting them to come out.

Levi Garrison saw at a glance that the two old men were very strong, and their
peak combat power could fight against the gods.

Several other young people are not bad either.

The bunch of people behind them were even more powerful.

Who said Daxia has no gods?

There are many masters in Daxia, but they are comparable to gods!

After all, all kinds of ancient exercises in Daxia are ever-changing, and they
absorb very little spiritual energy and can transform them into the greatest
degree of power.

This is unmatched by other countries.

The gods just absorbed too much aura from the radiation, but the combat power
is not necessarily good.

Of course, from Levi Garrison’s point of view.

From the point of view of others, the gods are powerful enough to come down
from the sky.

The group of people in the distance saw Levi Garrison walking in the middle.

They started roaring at Levi Garrison.

“Get out of the way! Don’t get in the way!”

“f*ck, are you sick? Good dogs don’t get in the way!!!”

“Get out of the way! Look for death!”

…

But Levi Garrison didn’t seem to hear it at all, and walked slowly.

This made several people stagnant and slowed down a lot.

“Boom boom boom…”



At the same time, several powerful breaths rose into the sky.

Came very fast from the rear.

Appeared behind Levi Garrison in an instant and stopped the seven people who
escaped.

“Want to run? Impossible!!!”

The visitor sneered.

At the same time, they looked at Levi Garrison: “Thank you, little brother! Help
me stop them!”

The eyes of the seven people who escaped were all imprinted on Levi Garrison.

His eyes were filled with resentment, and he could not wait to kill Levi Garrison.

If Levi Garrison hadn’t stopped them, they would have already run away.

It’s all Levi Garrison’s fault! ! !

“You bastard! Get you out of the way! You’re deaf! We were killed by you!”

One of the girls, Sui Qingqing, roared angrily.

Another girl, Xi Mengxiang, stared at Levi Garrison and scolded angrily, “It’s your
fault! It’s you! You have to die!”

“I really wanted to kill him, this kid killed us! We’re all going to die here!”

The young man Fan Yunpeng shouted.

“Hey!”

The others sighed.
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They are going to explain it here.

Sure enough, more experts came later.

surround them.



Don’t even try to run away!

“As long as you hand over the remaining twenty-eight aura crystals and the
thirteen treasures of heaven and earth! My Heitian League may consider letting
you go…”

One of the people led by the Black Sky Alliance sneered.

He looked at Sui Qingqing and Xi Mengxiang’s plump and exquisite figures.

“Yes, hand over the things! All the men are killed! The women can keep it!”

The eyes of others also blazed.
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“you……”

Sui Qingqing and Xi Mengxiang were going to explode with rage.

After the aura recovered, many small forces began to form a group and
cooperated to become a big force.

That’s how to survive.

After they formed a group, the big forces began to annex other forces to
wantonly snatch the treasures of heaven and earth and aura crystals.

I don’t know how many people died at their hands.

They are actually demons.

Killed a lot of people, destroyed a lot of forces, grabbed a lot of heaven and
earth treasures.

in this force.

In fact, everyone is a heartless cultivator.

There is no concept of country or other.

Just survive on the land of Daxia.

But they never said they were from Daxia or something.

After all, they are not like ordinary people.

In the beginning, it was to kill ruthless practitioners.
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But this is the era of the jungle.

The great forces after they formed a group were invincible to many forces.

They devour one power after another.

But they encountered a more powerful Black Sky Alliance.

To devour others, be prepared to be devoured.

The Black Sky Alliance attacked their forces in an all-round way, and wanted to
eat this force completely.

…

In three days, a powerful force of them was defeated.

Most of the people died, and the stored treasures and spiritual energy crystals
were swallowed.

The rest fled, and those who were chased were chased and killed.

Sui Qingqing and the others originally had a team of 70 or 80 people, and they
fled with a lot of resources.

They were chased and killed all the way, and now there are only seven people
left.

Now it is completely surrounded by the Black Sky Alliance.

Not one will be left.

They also understand what it means to be caught.

All the men are to be killed.

The women are to be brought back and become their playthings.

Therefore, both Sui Qingqing and Xi Mengxiang hated Levi Garrison.

If he hadn’t blocked them, they would have fled.

Where is it now surrounded by the Black Sky Alliance?

At this time, Levi Garrison looked at Sui Qingqing and the others and said,
“What’s the matter with me?”

“Without me blocking you, none of you can escape!”



Levi Garrison looked at the masters of the Black Sky Alliance and said: “? First of
all, each of you is injured! Especially these two powerful old men were seriously
injured, and now they are running away;

Secondly, there are so many experts on their side, they are better than you, they
are more numerous than you, and they are all fresh troops!

Catch up with your minutes! Even if there is no me blocking, it will take three
minutes for them to catch up with you! “

Hearing this, everyone in the Black Sky Alliance laughed and said, “Yes, that’s
right! You can’t escape no matter what!”

“I……”

For a while, Sui Qingqing and the others were speechless.

How did they not understand this?

They are almost exhausted by now.

Being caught up is actually a matter of minutes.

It’s just that I’m in a irritable mood, and I attribute everything to Levi Garrison.

But the result is bound to be the same.

“Don’t struggle! Hahaha…”

The people of the Black Sky League roared.

Fan Yunpeng here asked aloud, “If we take out all the treasures and spiritual
energy crystals, can you let us go?”

“Of course not!”
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